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Today’s ERP can do a lot, 

but not everything



Third-party solutions 

aren’t much of a party



Integration or 

added frustration



“Best of breed” doesn’t 

   equal best at efficiency

The move slowed down 

the units slightly, but 

overall operational 

efficiency increased by 

a factor of seventeen.



How to make CFOs and the IT 

department do a happy dance



ERPs can’t do everything, 

and that’s okay with us



Please allow us to show you our badges

NetSuite recognizes app developers within the SDN with three 

types of BFN badges. All serve a purpose, but we are, of course, 

partial to going native.



How about a slice of pie? 



Still need convincing?

No master data 

duplication

Netgain is native within 

NetSuite’s single database 

platform, so there is no 

management between two 

separate systems.

Vetted solution

As a NetSuite embedded 

solution, Netgain is a vetted, 

verified partner which can save 

IT departments time and 

money on due diligence. 

Netgain is recogniËed with the 

Built For NetSuite (BFN) Native 

SuiteApp badge.

Built for SOC1 audits 

and greater IT control

With NetSuite storage and backup 

controls, Netgain delivers clean 

S �� audits, potentially saving 

auditor costs down the road while 

granting IT greater control over 

data and access.

Leveraging existing 

roles, permissions, 

and Mor>floMs

NetSuite seamlessly integrates 

roles, permissions, and workflows 

to maintain internal control 

consistency. Netgain uses all of that 

powerful, builtUin functionality to 

make accounting easier than ever.

Increased level 

of data security

Netgain leverages NetSu 

ite’s vast resources for 

storage, backup, and 

restoration of all data.



Still need convincing?

Foreign currency handled natively

With a third-party solution, you’re forced to manually 

input foreign currency adjustments into the ERP. Netgain 

handles all foreign currency adjustments natively, saving 

time and reducing risk of miscalculations.

Complete NetSuite 

audit trail

With Net¸uite’s storage, backup 

and restoration, auditors are 

able to access an end-to-end 

audit trail to track all historical 

data.

Direct drill-down to 

underlying transaction 

and lease details

Netgain lets users drill down to the 

smallest detail — from the lease 

record to the impact on the 

general ledger to lease bill 

payments to the vendor record.

Decreased audit 6ees

Because auditors are familiar with 

Net¸uite, audits of the ERP and native 

apps take less time and can reduce 

audit fees. With third-party apps, 

auditors must learn multiple systems 

and those associated costs get passed 

on to the customer.



Still need convincing?

Quicker 

implementation

Our system is simply easier to 

implement because of master 

data management, existing 

upload and import/export tools, 

and the fact that end-users 

already  now the system.

Direct access

Users have direct access to all 

native reports, with the ability to 

customize native reports or 

build new ones using existing 

reporting tools.

Seamless workflow

With no separate logins and a single 

platform, users have instant access 

to the tools and functionality with 

which they’re already familiar.

Lower total cost of 

ownership

When you factor in S@ support, 

increased audit expenses, training, 

and dedicated resources, 8etgain’s 

native app can significantly reduce 

both hard costs and hours spent 

learning a new system.

Faster adoption, 

increased engagement

Users familiar with the 8etvuite 

ERP will find easier engagement 

and faster adoption with 8etgain’s 

native app. @hey’re not forced to 

learn a new system.



Ready to go native?


